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Abstract 

The color Doppler echocardiography allows the clinician and researchers to indentify 

the blood flow patterns, direction, and velocity in case any dis-functioning like valvular 

and regurgitation stenosis. Jet area is the most used method by the clinicians for MR 

severity because it is directly propositional to severity of MR. 

Methods 

A method is developed for automatic segmentation of jet area and finding the jet area 

value in numerical terms. Intensity based region growing has been used for segmentation. 

Before this some preprocessing steps have been applied to make the image suitable for 

intensity based region growing. Total nine images have been examined taken from the 

different patients suffering from mitral regurgitation. 

Results 

Proposed method finds the two cases are under the moderate MR category and other 

seven detected as the case of severe MR. in case of clinical point of view three cases are 

to be found under the moderate and six under the category of sever MR. 

Conclusions 

This work is expected to enhance the clinician’s capability in fast determining the 

extent of severity of mitral regurgitation. The algorithm developed is capable of removing 

the spurious areas during the process of segmentation. 
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1. Introduction 

Change in color pattern from color passive red or blue to a mosaic pattern indicates 

heart abnormality. The difference of color in Color Doppler image shows the velocity 

magnitude and direction of blood flow which is encoded into color patterns. 

Conventionally, blood cells moving away from the transducer are usually displayed in 

blue, while blood cells moving towards the transducer are displayed in red and mosaic 

pattern is formed when there exist mitral regurgitation. The aim has been carryout auto-

segmentation of the mosaic pattern and of the colored background and further to correlate 

MR severity to the area of the MR regurgitant area.  

The aim of image segmentation is to divide the jet area from the background image.  

There are many methods to carryout image segmentation. These methods may be 

histogram thresholding [1-6], edge based segmentation [7-10], graph based approaches 
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[11, 12], region growing [13-22], clustering [23-32] probabilistic or Bayesian approaches 

[33-37] neural networks for segmentation [38]. 

For accomplishing segmentation of mosaic patterned jet area out of the color 

background, one needs to carry out a good amount of preprocessing of the color Doppler 

image, which includes finding out (i) region of interest for getting color portion of the 

image and (ii) its conversion to gray scale to make it suitable for carrying out intensity 

based region growing segmentation. Region growing on the basis of intensity difference 

has been approached to get the MR jet area segmented.  The value of the jet area is the 

dimensional value of the inner object in the segmented jet area. The post processing step 

has been included to remove the spurious areas around the actual jet area. The method 

proposed has the advantage of accurately estimating the jet area automatically and thereby 

save the time of clinicians or provide corroborative estimate with increased accuracy. 

Focusing and defocusing based techniques have been used for the selection of the Region 

Of Interest (ROI), and the advanced gray color to gray scale conversion has been applied 

to get the fine intensity and well contrast image. 

 

2.  Jet Area Segmentation Using Intensity Based Region Growing 

(JASRG) 

The entire procedure has been implemented in three stages. The first two stages are 

related to the jet area segmentation algorithm, and the last stage estimate the size of the 

area. The jet area segmentation is discussed as follows: 

 

2.1 Pre-Processing Stage 

As said before, the pre-processing is done to carve out the object of interest and then 

convert it to format which is suitable for further processing. 
 

2.1.1 Region of Interest: This stage having two procedures first is Region of interest 

extraction and second is conversion of Red, Green and Blue (RGB) image to gray scale 

image. Input color Doppler Echocardiography image with regurgitation is the 

combination of 2-d image and color Doppler image. Color shows the direction and flow 

of blood, So that color area is Region Of Interest in this case. This can be obtained by 

removing the background image. This is possible if we have that image also on which that 

pseudo color is superimposed. There difference gives the ROI image, i.e., color image.  

ROI region can be detected as explained in [39]. However they use this mixture model 

in-depth for content based image retrieval, but our main concern is to just find out the 

main region which is related to mitral regurgitation. Formulation of this model is as 

below: 
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2.1.2 Color to Gray Scale Conversion: Second step is conversion of that color image to 

gray scale image because region growing used is based on intensity of the image. 

Obtained image is multi intensity image on gray scale. The effective luminance of a pixel 

can be calculated as in eq. (2). 

0.3 0.59 0.11Y R G B          (2) 

 Where R is for red color, G for green, color and B is for blue. Every color as well as 

color combination has its own intensity. Gray levels represent the interval number of 

quantization in gray scale image processing. Here the image is 8-bit image. There are 256 

gray levels in an 8 bit gray scale image, and the intensity of each pixel can have from 0 to 

255, with 0 being black and 255 being white. 

Other method we apply is as follows: 

Let          ROI ROIf = f x.y = R x, y ,G x, y ,B x, y  is a color 

image, we want to find three transform coefficients , ,  and   to transform ROIf  

into a grayscale image 

           ,ROI ROIfL x, y = fL x, y = αR x, y + βG x,y +γB x, y where,  x, y  is the 

spatial co-ordinate of the pixels. The requirement of  ROIfL  is to have the maximum 

variance in order to convey the maximum information. However, only maximizing the 

variance has no guarantee that ROIfL  will be visually pleasing or even visually 

meaningful. Therefore, extra constraints are necessary in order to produce visually 

plausible maximum variance grayscale image. It needs to set constraints; which may be as 

follows: First, the transform should be energy preserving. 

We should not amply the image’s energy but rather should preserve the energy in the 

grayscale. This means that  α+β+γ=1 ; and second, the grayscale image should 

preserve the brightness of the original image. This is an equally important condition. An 

image and its negative have the same variance. The problem is, thus, formulated as:  

Transform ROIf  to ROIfL  according to 

         ,ROI ROIfL = fL x, y = αR x, y + βG x,y +γB x, y    (3) 

The transform coefficients are found as 

      ROI
α,β,γ

α,β,γ = arg max Var fL x, y      (4) 

Subject to 

α+β+γ=1         (5) 

And 
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   (6) 

      Let the average of the Red, Green and Blue channels be R GM ,M  and BM , 

respectively; the mean vector of the image  ;R G BM = M ,M ,M Let  u , ,   .  

Let       R = R 1,1 ,R 1,2 ........R M,N be the M ? dimensional array of the red 

pixels, Where M ? is the dimension of the image. We define G and B similarly for the 

green and blue pixels. The covariance matrix of the color channels is  
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The variance of the transformed grayscale image,  ROIVar fL , and the average 

brightness,  b ROIA fL , are 

   T T

ROI b ROIVar fL = uζu A fL =Mu     (8) 

 

2.2 Jet area Segmentation 

The intensity based region growing technique has been used for carrying out 

segmentation of the jet area. The following operations have been performed to accomplish 

the segmentation to get the true regurgitant jet area. 

 

2.2.1 Region Growing: Region growing operation segments the image into different 

regions. The Regions either expand or contract based on the pixel properties and the 

properties of the neighborhood pixels.  Self assessed region growing method has been 

used for this purpose [40]. 

Computation has been done for last iteration grown region iR , (maximum likelihood 

estimation) ML estimates for the mean (available from last iteration) and standard 

deviation  '
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The assessment function  1
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i ii ROI R ROI P
O fL fL  is derived as equation (11) using 

the intensity average 
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where x is a pixel position and ( )fL x s the intensity of pixel at x . N is a neighborhood 

of radius R  around the seed  and eq.(10): 
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If 1iO   was a local maximum, when compared to 2iO  and iO (only when 2i  ), then 

the algorithm stops and the output is 1iR  ; otherwise it goes for another iteration. 

 

2.2.2 Removing Spurious Areas: Upon implementation of the above procedures some 

small areas which are not objects of interest are generated. These areas introduce errors in 

the calculation of jet area and create complexity in finding regurgitant jet area. So it is 

important to remove these areas. For removing spurious areas there is a need of a 

threshold value of some pixels below which these areas are removed and a single object 
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oriented area obtained in the image. Let P be number of pixels below which area is not 

acceptable 
 


 

A

A

if Area Pthen Area D
and

if Area Pthen Area S
      (12) 

P is the pixel size of the area. AD is the desired area and AS is the spurious area. 

 

2.4 Contour Detection of the Segmented Area 

The contour is only drawn to represent the segmented area into within a single line. 

Enclosed area is the desired jet area. Contour is a curve in two dimensions on which the 

value of a function ),( yxf  is a constant. Based on the minimum and maximum values of 

the segmented image, the number of contour levels and the values of the contour levels 

are chosen automatically.   

Let   be the desired contour, i is inside of the contour and o outside of the contour 

then: 

iAD                                                 (13) 

And the boundary of this area is on . 

 

3. Algorithm Summarization 

Input: color Doppler image with pseudo color and without pseudo color. 

Output: image:  segmented portion of jet area and countor of the jet area. 

             Value: Jet area in cm
2
  

Step 1: Extraction of ROI image  ROIf x, y  from input image. 

Step 2: Obtain gray image from color image    ROI ROIf x, y fL x, y  

Step 3: If ; the assessment function  1

' '

( ) ( )
,




i ii ROI R ROI P
O fL fL   local maximum region 

growing  

            Stops 

            Otherwise;    go to next iteration 

Step 4: If; Area > the specified true value of jet area then  AArea D (the desired jet 

area) 

            Otherwise;  AArea S (spurious area) 

End; 

 

4. Results  

Total nine cases have been taken for this research work. Views selected for color 

Doppler Echocardiography are parasternal long axis view and Apical two chamber and 

four chamber views. Images which are taken here cover all the views. Figure1 shows the 

color Doppler images with Mitral regurgitation. Whereas Figure 2. having the background 

images without pseudo colors. 

When Region Of Interest (ROI) is extracted then all the background pixels become 

zero and only color pixels remains as an object as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 1. Color Doppler Images with Mitral Regurgitation with Pseudo Color 

It can be easily observed in Figure 4 that there are completely blue, completely red and 

a mosaic pattern of color. Segmentation is required to extract only that area which is 

covered by mosaic pattern because that is the only area that belongs to the regurgitant jet. 

Figure 4 shows only the areas of the images that are obtained after applying segmentation 

and removing spurious areas. Figure 5 shows the contours of these images. 

Depending upon the size of the regugitant jet the regurgitation is mild, moderate or 

severe. In the present work, the MR jet area is determined automatically. Auto-evaluated 

numerical values of the segmented jet areas and the areas drawn by the clinicians are 

shown in Table 1. This Table also demonstrates the comparison between these two 

values; the one obtained by the count of pixels within the auto-segmented jet area, and the 

other, drawn manually by the clinician. 
 

 

Figure 2. Background Images without Pseudo Color 
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The work demonstrates the numerical values corresponding to the extent of severity of 

regurgitation directly in relation to the jet area values of MR obtained through the 

technique presented in this paper and the values obtained by an expert clinician manually. 

Values of the MR jet area by clinicians has been taken as ground truth for comparison, 

because there is no such paper in the literature related to automatic MR jet area detection. 

From Figure 6 it can be noticed that value of color jet area in both cases i.e., automatic 

segmentation proposed in this work and the one obtained by clinician are almost the same. 

There is very less variation in values. There difference is very-very close to zero line 

except in some values which are also quite near zero line. 

 

 

Figure 3. Images with Roi 

If the color jet area is less than 4cm
2
 then the condition of regurgitation is mild. But if 

it is up to 10cm
2
 then there is moderate regurgitation and if the jet area increases beyond 

10cm
2
 then it is indication of severe mitral regurgitation. Table 2 shows the patients with 

mild, moderate and severe mitral regurgitation with proposed algorithm and Table 3 

presents the findings carried out by clinician. There is no case of mild regurgitation in 

both cases.  Patients are the same in both the cases. Table 2 shows that proposed method 

categorized two patients in moderate condition and 7 patients in severe condition.  

Patients having moderate mitral regurgitation are Patient 3 having jet area 9.43 cm
2
 and 

patient 9 having jet area 6.43 cm
2
. Patients 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 having severe regurgitation 

having jet area 15.38 cm
2
, 10.92 cm

2
, 13.53 cm

2
, 10.01 cm

2
, 12.98cm

2
, 11.26 cm

2
, 11.45 

cm
2
 respectively. Table 3 shows that according to area drawn by clinician three patents 3, 

5 and 9 with jet area 9.53 cm
2
, 9.72 cm

2
 and 7.57 cm

2
 respectively are having moderate 

mitral regurgitation; whereas the patients 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8 with jet area 15.38 cm
2
, 10.96 

cm
2
, 13.61 cm

2
, 12.97 cm

2
, 11.24 cm

2
, 11.35 cm

2
 having severe regurgitation. 
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Figure 4. Jet Area Obtained after JASRG 

 

Figure 5. Contours of the Jet Area Showing Boundary 

Table 1. Value of Jet Area Obtained from proposed Method (JASRG) and by 
Clinician 

Automatic Jet 

Area ( Pixels) 

Automatic 

Jet Area 

(Cm
2
) A 

Jet area drawn 

by clinician 

(Cm
2
) M 

Difference of  

|A-M| 

 

8938 15.38 15.39 0.01 

4541 10.92 10.86 0.06 

3432 9.43 9.38 0.05 

7006 13.53 13.23 0.30 

4192 10.01 9.72 0.29 
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6300 12.98 12.94 0.04 

4486 11.26 11.29 0.03 

4855 11.45 11.86 0.41 

2168 6.45 5.59 0.86 

 
Table 2. Severity Grades According Area Drawn by Proposed Automatic 

Method 

Images Mild Moderate 

 

Severe 

  1 _ _ 15.38 

2 _ _ 10.96 

3 _ 9.43 _ 

4 _ _ 13.61 

5 _ _ 10.53 

6 _ _ 12.97 

7 _ _ 11.24 

8 _ _ 11.35 

9 _ 6.43 _ 

 

Table 3. Severity Grades According to Area Drawn by Clinician 

Images Mild Moderate 

 

Severe 

 1 _ _ 15.39 

2 _ _ 10.86 

3 _ 9.38 _ 

4 _ _ 13.23 

5 _ 9.72 _ 

6 _ _ 12.94 

7 _ _ 11.29 

8 _ _ 11.86 

9 _ 5.59 _ 

 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of Jet Areas Obtained from JASRG and Area 

Obtained by the Clinicians 
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5. Conclusions and Discussions 

This paper deals with the automatic segmentation of regurgitant jet area and finding its 

numerical value. So far the clinicians have been drawing the jet area by hand. The 

important feature of this method, apart from its being automatic, is of this method the 

speed of processing is very fast. Within a few seconds the desired object is drawn. All the 

results obtained have been cross-checked with the results obtained by the clinicians and 

the findings are almost the same within very close limits. Removal of such type of areas is 

the part of the algorithm. In this paper all cases are of moderate or severe mitral 

regurgitation. 
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